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1

The Preamble

This short book is about one of Jesus’s most memorable parables, the 
so- called parable of the good Samaritan. It is also a book about the 
nature of interpretation: how different interpreters have engaged 
the wisdom of this first- century Jewish teacher. It is not, however, a 
step- by- step guide on the proper ways to understand ancient biblical 
parables. Rather, it will provide descriptions of various engagements 
with the parable and trust its readers to make their own interpretive 
judgments about what works and what may not. Within these pages, 
attention will be given to history, culture, linguistics, context, recon-
textualization, hermeneutics, ethics, and much more.

Many of these categories lie behind the (acknowledged and unac-
knowledged) assumptions interpreters make whenever they engage 
the parables of Jesus, which are imaginative stories that come to 
our age from a different time and place with their own cultural, reli-
gious, and sociopolitical assumptions about people, prejudices, and 
power. But these assumptions also come to us through tradition; our 
churches, our families, our communities have handed down insights 
into these stories that travel alongside the accounts themselves. In-
terpretive forces and assumptions are at work when these multiple 
worlds collide. The contemporary interpreter must decide whether 
the necessary goal is to get the meaning right or to enjoy the journey 
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(although these are not necessarily mutually exclusive), hopefully 
with conversation partners in a community of others longing for 
and imagining a better world toward which we must work even in 
our short lifetimes on planet Earth.

It would be fitting then, in light of the title of the book, to begin 
with a retelling of Jesus’s great parable, which is recorded only in 
Luke’s Gospel (chap. 10).

A lawyer approaches Jesus— who is in a celebratory mood (vv. 
21–24)— to probe about a particular concern: eternal life. Readers 
are aware that it is a test. Regardless, Jesus turns the question into a 
discussion about Torah: “How do you read?” (v. 26). This is a game 
two law interpreters know how to play well. Jesus acknowledges as 
much: “You have given the right answer” (v. 28). Then the tension 
in the story rises. According to Luke, the lawyer wants to “justify 
himself,” so the game turns serious: “Who is my neighbor?” (v. 29).

To love a neighbor requires clarification because contexts, circum-
stances, relationships, laws, and a multiplicity of other factors have 
bearing on how people might interact with others. Who the neighbor 
might be was (and is) a good ethical and religious question. Jesus 
answers with the parable.

The parable begins with a tragedy. An unnamed person is brutally 
beaten, robbed, and left for dead. Three unnamed persons pass by 
on that road. Each one is briefly identified: a priest, a Levite, and a 
Samaritan. The first two make no effort to assist the traumatized 
man. The third person stops and provides aid, including assistance 
that will (eventually, so it seems) lead to his full recovery. Apparently, 
the man’s “trauma” (Gk. traumata = “wounds”; v. 34) requires long- 
term care. Explicitly, this stranger takes the brutalized person to seek 
assistance from others and promises to pay for the full costs of his 
care. The parable ends here.

Following the parable Jesus turns to the lawyer and asks the ul-
timate question: “Which of these three . . . was a neighbor?” (v. 36 
NRSV). Apparently Jesus created his own test, this parable. The 
lawyer passes the test with the correct answer: “The one who showed 

2  •  The Good Samaritan
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mercy” (v. 37). Jesus’s final word is a challenge to act in this way as 
well. This final word reframes the entire passage from a discussion 
focused on the object of love (“Who is my neighbor?”) to a discus-
sion focused on the subject of love (“Which of these three acted 
neighborly?”).

This parable is a short story. Yet it has generated two thousand 
years of questions and commentary, not only about what the story 
means but also about what it means to read and interpret the parables 
of Jesus— indeed, even Scripture itself. In the pages that follow, read-
ers will discover several examples of how this concise parable has 
functioned in various times and settings. May these examples cause 
us all to reflect even more carefully on our reading practices and our 
treatment of our neighbors.

The Preamble  •  3
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1
Who Is My Neighbor?

Luke 10 for the Life of the Church

The subtitles of the books in this series make a declaration that the 
volumes will be “for the life of the church.” That subtitle deserves a 
fuller (though brief ) explanation. The statement itself makes a theo-
logical claim. Theology is thinking, speaking, writing about God. 
All Christians make theological claims, whether they would describe 
them that way or not. Some may say, “I’m just attempting to live out 
my faith.” The “my faith” part is the theological substance of what 
a Christian is claiming to live out. So writers of these volumes hope 
to enhance the life— the living, thinking, believing— aspect of the 
religious community.

Equally significant to this conversation is the singular “church” 
that resides in this claim. Of course, since the prayer of Jesus (John 
17) it has become commonplace to think of and hope for a unified 
church. Nevertheless, since the very beginnings of Christianity, as 
represented in our earliest documents (the New Testament), there 
have always been multiple churches of various expressions. So I, too, 
speak out of one of these church traditions and write this volume in 
the hope that it will benefit more than my local community. Even so, 
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my local ecclesial community has an impact on the kinds of theo-
logical matters I write.

Frederick Douglass’s Theology from Below

I begin with Frederick Douglass, who represents a theology from 
below. That is, Douglass and other enslaved people who held on to 
the God of Christian faith needed to have ways of thinking about 
that God that gave them a sense of well- being in the midst of the 
most trying and debilitating circumstances. They had a theology 
that mattered bodily. Some may not classify Douglass (and the black 
enslaved people he represents) as a theologian.1 Perhaps he was not, 
in the classical sense of that term. But he was a deep, brilliant thinker, 
and he often thought about the predicament in which he and others 
found themselves in the United States in the pre–Civil War era, while 
also attempting to understand the consequences of life and move-
ment and freedom and God and others. As many have recognized, 
Douglass penned his narrative in the spirit of Augustine’s Confes-
sions, which is considered one of the great theological treatises of the 
early church.2 In Douglass’s conception of the church, he stipulated 
that there were two types of Christianities represented in the United 
States. In his appendix to the classic 1845 memoir, Narrative of  the 
Life of  Frederick Douglass, an American Slave: Written by Himself, 
Douglass senses the need to explain his severe critique of the Chris-
tianity he experienced lest he be viewed as anti- Christian:

I find, since reading over the foregoing Narrative that I have, in sev-
eral instances, spoken in such a tone and manner, respecting religion, 
as may possibly lead those unacquainted with my religious views to 
suppose me an opponent of all religion. . . . What I have said respect-
ing and against religion, I mean strictly to apply to the slaveholding 

1. J. Kameron Carter labels Douglass “a proto- black theologian, a religious 
thinker of the emancipated self” (Race, 304).

2. See Carter, Race, 286.

6  •  The Good Samaritan
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religion of this land, and with no possible reference to Christianity 
proper; for, between the Christianity of this land, and the Christianity 
of Christ, I recognize the widest, possible difference— so wide, that 
to receive the one as good, pure, and holy, is of necessity to reject the 
other as bad, corrupt, and wicked. To be the friend of the one, is of 
necessity to be the enemy of the other. I love the pure, peaceable, and 
impartial Christianity of Christ: I therefore hate the corrupt, slave-
holding, women- whipping, cradle- plundering, partial and hypocritical 
Christianity of this land. Indeed, I can see no reason, but the most 
deceitful one, for calling the religion of this land Christianity. . . . We 
have men- stealers for ministers, women- whippers for missionaries, and 
cradle- plunderers for church members. The man who wields the blood- 
clotted cowskin during the week fills the pulpit on Sunday, and claims 
to be a minister of the meek and lowly Jesus. The man who robs me 
of my earnings at the end of each week meets me as a class- leader on 
Sunday morning, to show me the way of life, and the path of salvation. 
He who sells my sister, for purposes of prostitution, stands forth as 
the pious advocate of purity. He who proclaims it a religious duty to 
read the Bible denies me the right of learning to read the name of the 
God who made me. He who is the religious advocate of marriage robs 
whole millions of its sacred influence, and leaves them to the ravages 
of wholesale pollution. The warm defender of the sacredness of the 
family relation is the same that scatters whole families— sundering hus-
bands and wives, parents and children, sisters and brothers— leaving 
the hut vacant, and the hearth desolate. We see the thief preaching 
against theft, and the adulterer against adultery. We have men sold to 
build churches, women sold to support the gospel, and babes sold to 
purchase Bibles for the poor heathen! all for the glory of  God and the 
good of  souls! The slave auctioneer’s bell and the church- going bell 
chime in with each other, and the bitter cries of the heart- broken slave 
are drowned in the religious shouts of his pious master.3

This is my starting point for reflecting theologically on the biblical 
stories of the gospel. I do not assume that there is a single Christian 

3. Douglass, Narrative of  the Life of  Frederick Douglass, 118–19 (his italics).

Who Is My Neighbor?  •  7
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theological perspective that all Christians share. In fact, the impact of 
the Protestant Reformation has taught us otherwise. There are many 
expressions of Christian faith and a variety of theologies that ac-
company those expressions. Many Christians think of the Christian 
faith— in the singular— even while most of those same Christians rec-
ognize the variety among us. In reality, not only do diverse Christians 
have different faith confessions (e.g., what counts as sacraments), 
but they also live their lives differently (e.g., what counts as “sin”). 
My beginning assumption is difference— that there are differences 
among Christian practices and interpretations. This assumption has 
a direct impact even on the way I interpret the canonical Gospels. I 
see difference in those accounts as well, even theological distinctions 
at times. Many biblical interpreters share these assumptions. If this 
is how the early Christian movement began, then perhaps there is 
some benefit for contemporary Christians to appreciate more the 
diversity among us. In turn, appreciation for these differences can 
make us value our own particular expression of the Christian faith 
even more. I grew up in a church in which Communion (or the Lord’s 
Supper or the Eucharist) was considered a sacrament (even though 
we practiced it only monthly). Now I attend a church in which we 
practice the Eucharist weekly. Reflecting theologically on these dif-
ferences can become an interesting reflective exercise of engagement 
in the practices and beliefs of the faith and the historical traditions 
that have led to this moment.

On the other hand, the kind of difference Douglass raises is a differ-
ence that relates to the dignity of human beings. His discussion taps 
into the essential ways in which ecclesial practices touch directly on 
the practices of everyday living. It expresses the deepest connections 
between the life of the soul and the life of the body. In fact, a theology 
that distinguishes too neatly between body and soul obscures the 
embodied nature of the theological commitments a church makes. 
The theological test becomes straightforward, though complex: What 
difference does a theology make on the way Christ- followers live in 
relationship to others who are not like them?

8  •  The Good Samaritan
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For Douglass, examples matter. Defining Christianity as “pure, 
peaceable, and impartial” is not sufficient, since most (all?) Christians 
would self- identify their faith in this manner. So Douglass goes one 
step further to define the opposite of this characterization. These 
examples are specific and telling: slaveholding, women- whipping, 
and cradle- plundering. A “Christianity” that performs these prac-
tices must stem from an improper theology, an improper way of 
thinking about God and God’s activity in the world. Untroubled by 
these practices, those who practice this kind of Christianity do not 
simply act inappropriately; their teaching (and theological system) 
remains silent on these matters. Or worse, it actually leads them in 
this direction, as many slaveholding theologians were led when they 
advocated for a proslavery Bible. As Douglass acknowledges, it is not 
possible to promote the spiritual practice of reading the Bible while 
simultaneously promoting illiteracy among some. It is not possible 
to advocate for marriage and deny others the benefit of this union. 
There is a disjunction between these theological claims and the man-
ner in which they were endorsed. The disembodied nature of this 
slaveholding theological system may be captured best in Douglass’s 
analogy: “The bitter cries of the heart- broken slave are drowned in 
the religious shouts of his pious master.” What Douglass recognized 
earlier in his narrative is the theological teaching that denigrates 
the human dignity of black people.4 Douglass’s recent biographer, 
David Blight, portrays Douglass in the spirit of the biblical prophet 
Jeremiah: “Douglass not only used the Hebrew prophets; he joined 
them.”5

Some may prefer to keep their ethics (how one lives) and their 
theology (how one thinks/believes) in more clearly distinct categories. 
But such were inseparable in Douglass’s thinking. I follow Doug-
lass on this point. If you want to see how “good” a faith commu-
nity’s theology is, watch how they live it out. If there is no direct link 

4. For a fuller discussion of how the formerly enslaved interpreted the Bible, see 
Powery and Sadler, Genesis of  Liberation.

5. Blight, Frederick Douglass, 228. See also 157–58, 187, 219.

Who Is My Neighbor?  •  9
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between their thinking and their actions— for example, if  a local 
congregation excludes people who do not love the way they do— then 
any language that implies that they are a “welcoming” church should 
be called into question.6 There is something misguided in the theology 
they proclaim. This approach is crucial to how I will interpret Jesus’s 
parable of the good Samaritan.

The good Samaritan story is one of the best- known parables of 
Jesus in Christian history and has significant relevance for every age. 
Followers of Jesus need to be reminded that mercy is a concomitant 
act of faith. The faithful practice mercy. Jesus’s story, as recorded 
in Luke 10, emphasizes this point in a dramatic way by placing an 
“enemy” as the central hero of the story. Undeniably, sometimes we 
can hear the truth only when the storyteller overdramatizes the point.

To hear this story afresh, interpreters must recognize that this is 
an account about more than mercy. Saint Augustine allegorized the 
parable in order to relay the teaching of salvation encapsulated in 
these few verses. Martin Luther King Jr. upheld one of Jesus’s central 
motifs—a neighbor must show mercy— before expressing his desire to 
move beyond the parable proper and imagine a world in which there 
would no longer be robberies on that ominous road. My particular 
interest in this famous parable centers on the hermeneutical nature of 
Jesus’s initial response. To the lawyer’s opening query Jesus replies, 
“How do you read?” Indeed, the way one reads the Bible defines and 
determines the way a person thinks about life. Hermeneutics (how 
one reads) and ethics (how one acts) are rarely separable. Jesus reveals 
how he reads Torah when he places one unlike his (Jewish) listeners 
at the center of the story and asks his immediate audience— and 
generations to follow— to “go and do likewise.” How should the 
contemporary faith community read this story and react accordingly?

6. Carter finds Douglass’s analysis of his own situation lacking theologically be-
cause of his focus on identity, which remains stuck in the gender trap of modernistic 
thinking; i.e., Douglass becomes “free” only when he emphasizes his “manhood” as 
a “self- made man.” Carter helpfully offers an intersectional critique, not allowing 
race to obscure gender (Race, 287, 289, 293).

10  •  The Good Samaritan
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Toni Morrison, A Mercy, and the Good Samaritan

Toni Morrison captures the fickleness and fleeting moments of com-
munity in her ninth novel, A Mercy. The Nobel laureate’s book ex-
poses the challenge of living with a diverse group of people and how 
larger societal constraints limit freedom and human choice.

A Mercy begins with the sixteen- year- old Florens, who narrates 
her confusion over her separation from her enslaved mother, a confu-
sion that will not be explained to the reader until the final chapter 
of the book. She finds herself in the care of Jacob Vaark— whom 
she calls “Sir”—a landowner who has unwillingly secured Florens as 
payment for a debt. (Jacob despises human bondage, so he interprets 
this business transaction as an opportunity to save an orphan.) When 
Jacob arrives home to a 120-acre plantation he has inherited from 
a deceased uncle, he hopes that Rebekka, his spouse, will warmly 
accept Florens, a child who is near the age their daughter would 
have been had she not died. He is mistaken. Rebekka’s attitude is 
more neutral toward Florens than Jacob had hoped. But Lina, a Na-
tive American servant Jacob had purchased from the Presbyterians 
some years earlier, takes Florens under her wing. Joining this group 
is Sorrow, an intellectually disabled, racially ambiguous individual 
who has been traumatized by a shipwreck, and two white day labor-
ers, Willard and Scully, who apparently have queer leanings. In a 
twelve- chapter story told through the internal reflections of various 
characters, Morrison sets this “family” in Virginia in the late 1600s, 
when “America” and “race” were intermingling constructions prior 
to nationhood.

Jacob’s death— in chapter 3— changes everything. As it harmed 
so many during those times, smallpox takes his life shortly after the 
construction of a large home that required additional, specialized 
help. Rebekka survives her battle with the disease, but she refuses 
to allow anyone to move into the large edifice that Jacob built. The 
refusal to live in this dwelling is symbolic of the decreasing humane 
interactions among those who remain living, as the small diverse 

Who Is My Neighbor?  •  11
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community slowly perishes as well. As Morrison puts it, reflecting 
back on her own work, “I wanted this group to be the earliest ex-
ample of American individuality,” but it does not last because there 
is nothing outside to hold them together— whether race, institution, 
tribe, religion, and so on.7

In the final chapter readers finally learn how Morrison settled on 
her title. Florens’s mother explains what happened on the fateful 
day when she made a strategic decision to “save” her daughter. She 
was the enslaved property of a person who had taken advantage of 
her sexually since the beginning of her time on his plantation. Her 
“master” is the father of Florens’s little brother— whom Florens had 
thought her mother loved more than her. Seeing her daughter develop-
ing into a young teenager, she knew what fate awaited Florens— she 
had noticed the way D’Ortega, the master, had gazed (with clear 
evil intentions) at her daughter’s movements. So Florens’s mother— 
who remains unnamed in the novel— explains her efforts to secure 
Florens an alternative living space. Her master had been in debt to 
Jacob Vaark. When Jacob had visited her plantation in Maryland, 
she had noticed how different he seemed from her own master. He 
did not look at her with any particular (sexual?) interest when she set 
the table, served the food, and cleaned up following the meal. Jacob 
seemed hardly to notice her at all. When she learned that D’Ortega 
was going to attempt to use them as human collateral, she schemed 
to have Florens receive Jacob’s attention. Jacob’s willingness to take 
her daughter became, in her mind, “a mercy.” For a mother to partici-
pate (or to be forced to participate) in the sale of her own daughter 
becomes an ethical query about the whole structural system in which 
she— and her “owners”— find themselves.

Florens, on the other hand, never learns the truth.8 This revelation 
is a burden the reader must carry alone.

7. “Toni Morrison Discusses A Mercy.”
8. This event may be a judgment about acts of limited freedom. “Free” people 

make the best possible choices under the given circumstances at the time and in the 
space they find themselves, only to discover at a later point that it may not have led 

12  •  The Good Samaritan
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What can we gain from A Mercy for reading the parables of  Jesus?9 
Morrison’s novel— indeed, her entire oeuvre10— is about the way we 
read a shared history and thereby understand one another.

The following may not be your experience, but it has been mine. 
Over the years diverse communities— ecclesial or otherwise— form, 
and then, sometimes due to a tragedy or sometimes due to the “natu-
ral” desire of (North American) people for movement or sometimes 
due to the (usually) white flight to the suburbs, these communities 
splinter and break apart altogether.11 Contact among members of the 
group does not necessarily end with the banishment of the temporary 
community— though sometimes it does. However, what gives the 
community its vibrancy and collective energy dissipates, and thereby 
group members go their separate ways.

Of course, there are always those members who stand on the 
fringe of these groups, never quite belonging or not quite feeling 
comfortable. Morrison is a genius at capturing the internal struggles 
of individuals of “less” status. It is not only the characters “Sir” and 
“Mistress” who speak and offer their descriptions about the world 
and their feelings about a given situation.12 Morrison also brings 
to the world’s attention the voices often overlooked in democratic 
Western society’s “great” novels. These so- called minor characters 
receive much attention in Morrison’s novels as thinking, speaking, 
thriving people on their own, even when the circumstances of life 

to the best possible future. A person with less freedom has fewer options and should 
be judged— if criticized at all— on limits that their contexts impose.

9. There are several potential gains: (1) the structure of the novel, in which many 
voices offer diverse observations; (2) the role of religious conflict; and (3) the ongoing 
journey toward freedom. In the text above, I concentrate my reflections primarily on 
the first two items listed here.

10. The most influential of Morrison’s novels, to my thinking, include The Blu-
est Eye (1970), Song of  Solomon (1977), Beloved (1987), and A Mercy (2008). Her 
theoretical work in Playing in the Dark (1992) is foundational.

11. “White flight” is a common enough practice in the United States that it has 
generated its own wiki page. See Wikipedia, s.v. “White Flight,” last modified May 
25, 2021, https://en .wikipedia .org /wiki /White _flight.

12. This is what Florens (the lead character) calls Jacob and Rebekka Vaark.

Who Is My Neighbor?  •  13
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apparently dictate many of their actions. As Morrison describes her 
own writing life, writing has been about a journey for freedom. She 
imagines how her characters yearn for more human freedoms than 
a country’s laws may grant them.

Morrison’s structuring of A Mercy— which she says was the hard-
est part to organize13— is a way of interpreting events. Morrison offers 
a multivoiced approach to the narration, which is a helpful guide to 
seeing the world from many different angles, though it is at times 
challenging to read. She includes an interpretation of the world and 
religious institutions, especially through the voices of female charac-
ters. By virtue of the structure, in which Florens narrates every other 
chapter, Florens becomes the lead character of the story. The naming 
of the book, after all, targets an event that affects her life and future.

A Mercy also opens a conversation about the way religious think-
ing shapes people differently. The complicated gestures toward re-
ligion and the religious may also prove to be helpful analogues to 
reflecting on the ancient parables of Jesus.

The structure of A Mercy allows for the perspectival nature of reli-
gious belief and experience. As Mara Willard recognizes, “Morrison’s 
polyphonic narrative structure tutors the reader in religious pluralism 
and subverts claims to exclusive religious authority.”14 Moreover, the 
setting of the so- called new world is a perfect setting for explor-
ing imaginatively the fluency and tensions that arise with religious 
beliefs. While many religious individuals perform kind actions—a 
priest teaches Florens how to read, the (Baptist?) Separatists help 
Jacob build his second house, the Presbyterians take in Lina after 
the destruction of her village— equally problematic actions stem 
from the religious tensions people confront. The Vaarks’ kindnesses 
toward others coincide with their detachment from the local religious 
community. Throughout the book, it appears the more “religious” 
people become, the less able they are to sympathize with the other, 

13. “Toni Morrison Discusses A Mercy.”
14. Willard, “Interrogating A Mercy,” 480.
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the stranger, the outcast, the Native American (Lina), the African 
(Florens), and the disabled (Sorrow). But the Vaarks welcome them 
all into their family, even if unevenly.15 This spirit of kindness ends, 
however, when Jacob dies. Rebekka may have recovered from her own 
illness and from the deaths of three young children, but she is unable 
to do so after her love’s death. In a manner that captures Rebekka’s 
recovery of religion’s focus on the soul but distrust of the body of the 
other, Florens describes the situation: “Each time she returns from the 
meetinghouse her eyes are nowhere and have no inside.”16 Despite her 
lack of any traditional ecclesial commitment, Morrison’s Rebekka, 
as Willard points out, does what any seventeenth- century Reformed 
Christian would do and views her suffering as divine judgment and 
turns back to Christianity for salvation.17

Some reviewers criticize Morrison harshly for her portrayal of reli-
gious people in A Mercy and elsewhere.18 Yet it is clear that, despite her 
evident criticisms, Morrison displays how “images with deep Chris-
tian antecedents inform the novel.”19 Lina criticizes the Vaarks’ lack 
of commitment to any (religious?) community, Jacob understands his 
action to take in three young maidens as rescuing orphans, and Jacob 
also interprets his hatred for human bondage as a religious sensibil-
ity, even if other religious people (e.g., Catholics) do not share the 

15. This subtle critique of religion and its practitioners may function as a con-
temporary literary analogy for Jesus’s use of the “Samaritan” as the one who shows 
mercy.

16. Morrison, A Mercy, 159.
17. Willard, “Interrogating A Mercy,” 473. In the narrative, after the unnamed 

African blacksmith announces that Rebekka will live, she immediately falls on her 
knees to pray.

18. So, Willard: “These and other vivid examples of the cruelty and sorrow 
that Morrison associates with religion can certainly be read to suggest an autho-
rial judgment upon this world of Roman Catholicism, Anglicanism, and Christian 
Non- Conformism. Morrison fixes her readers’ gaze steadily upon the violence and 
intolerance of Christians across the continents: slave traders, witch- hunters, sexu-
ally exploitative clergy, theologies of a vengeful God who communicates divine will 
through suffering. This is consistent with the author’s work elsewhere” (“Interrogat-
ing A Mercy,” 474). Also Stave, “‘More Sinned against Than Sinning.’”

19. Willard, “Interrogating A Mercy,” 476.
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sentiment. What remains troubling for many reviewers is the broken 
community at the end of A Mercy.20 This story ends with multiple 
loose ends: Florens never discovers why her mother participated in 
her sale (although readers are informed); Lina and Rebekka, once 
confidants, rarely communicate with each other; and Rebekka places 
Florens up for sale. This is not Morrison’s Beloved for sure.21

Morrison wanted her books to contain the incomplete feelings that 
the African American spirituals represent. In her words, “I want my 
books to be like that— because I want that feeling of something held 
in reserve and the sense that there is more— that you can’t have it all 
right now.”22 She accomplishes this goal with A Mercy. It may just 
be that Jesus’s parables are like the spirituals too. We will pursue this 
general idea later. Unless readers, thinkers, and believers are comfort-
able with the inevitable gaps the spirituals allow, they will struggle 
with Morrison’s novels and perhaps with Jesus’s parables too.23

A Samaritan in the Middle of the Night

“Why,” I asked Saul, “did you agree to take this man in? Do you not know 
that his presence could ruin us? We have a business to run.24 Now you will 
be preoccupied with his care, or I suspect you will expect me to handle his 
care. If I’m busy doing that, who will prepare meals for the other guests?”

Those were my initial reactions when my husband returned from the 
brief conversation with the Samaritan stranger. It was odd enough that we 

20. Stave, “‘More Sinned against Than Sinning,’” 137.
21. See also Stave, “‘More Sinned against Than Sinning,’” 137.
22. Quoted in Willard, “Interrogating A Mercy,” 471–72.
23. Shirley Stave is more of an apologist for a traditional Christianity, which Mor-

rison’s characters criticize. Unlike others (e.g., Willard), Stave is unable to find any 
real appeal (or complexity) in Morrison’s version of Christianity, which appeals to 
earthly acts of salvation rather than a desire for a heavenly pie in the sky.

24. After creating a number of these imaginative reflections— an activity I have 
used in teaching undergraduates but have not attempted to utilize in any formal 
publication—I was pleased to stumble upon Kathleen O’Connor’s work with imagi-
native reflections as a beneficial exercise for thinking with stories in Jeremiah: Pain 
and Promise.
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were allowing the Samaritan and his wounded friend to spend one night. 
In some ways we had no choice since it was so late in the evening when 
they arrived and the man on the mule was in poor shape. Even though I 
had been standing at a distance, I could see that the man’s wounds were 
bleeding through the poorly wrapped bandages. What kind of Jews would 
we be if we did not let them stay the night!

When Saul had awoken early to meet with the Samaritan, I had assumed 
that it was to receive the final payment for the night’s stay and to bid fare-
well. But after the exchange the Samaritan man had departed without his 
partner and without his animal. I was confused until Saul explained what 
was happening. I couldn’t help but react: “Why did you agree?”

Initially, Saul attempted to calm my concerns: “Don’t worry. The Samari-
tan plans to return in a couple of days.”

I reacted again: “You can’t believe that will happen, do you? You know 
how most people are, and this is a Samaritan stranger who came in the 
middle of the night!”

Then Saul told me about the man’s promise to reimburse us for any 
expenses.

“Really?!” I said at the top of my voice. “You accepted a promise from 
this foreigner?”

As I turned and began storming out of the front room, I could hear Saul 
saying in my direction, “Whoever gives to the poor will lack nothing, but 
one who turns a blind eye will get many a curse.”25

“Don’t fool yourself!” I shouted back. “You’re no King Solomon!”

The Good Samaritan and Contemporary Tragedy

The Amish Community at Nickel Mines

On October 2, 2006, Charles Carl Roberts IV walked into a one- 
room schoolhouse, took the lives of five young girls, and injured five 
others before putting the gun to his head and taking his own life. 
From Columbine (1999) to Parkland (2018), the United States has 

25. Prov. 28:27 NRSV.
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become accustomed to hearing of school shootings, but this central 
Pennsylvania shooting was distinctive because of the targeted group: 
the Amish community of Nickel Mines (Lancaster).

In a country in which school shootings have become frighteningly 
routine,26 this story received extraordinary media attention because 
of the nation’s interest in this lesser- known, more isolated com-
munity that many assumed would be insulated from such tragedies. 
They were not. As one Amish leader acknowledged, “This was our 
9/11.”27

Part of what made this story distinct from other similar tragedies 
was the communal response of the Amish community. The entire 
Amish community felt the burden of the loss of six lives and the 
physical injuries to several others. As is their practice, they reached 
out with their entire support network to the families most affected 
in an attempt to share the weight of the tragic loss of young lives.

Much more surprising to the general public was the immediate 
response of the Amish to the killer’s family, a family not Amish but 
“neighbors” to the Amish. In fact, the shooter was a truck driver 
who frequented Amish farms to collect milk. Only hours after the 
devastation, members of the Amish community began to reach out 
to the family members of the killer—a spouse, three children, and 
others— sharing in their loss as well. “Unlike the Amish victims,” 
Donald Kraybill, Steven Nolt, and David Weaver- Zercher observe, 
“the Roberts family had to bear the shame of having a loved one inflict 
such pain on innocent children and families.”28 The Amish shared 
food with the killer’s family daily and acknowledged through words 
and actions that the family was not to be blamed for the individual 
shooter’s actions; this provided a communal act of forgiveness. Years 

26. CNN’s database lists 180 school shootings over the past decade. See Walker, 
“10 Years.” In addition, hundreds of active- shooter drills permeate K–12 schools 
throughout the country.

27. Quoted in Kraybill, Nolt, and Weaver- Zercher, Amish Grace, 17. Many of 
the details above come from this book.

28. Kraybill, Nolt, and Weaver- Zercher, Amish Grace, 43.
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later, the two communities remain in touch with each other.29 This act 
of solidarity is central to the book Amish Grace: How Forgiveness 
Transcended Tragedy, penned by three experts on Amish life. Despite 
the title of the book, the authors acknowledge that the Amish are 
uncomfortable talking about “Amish grace” because many of them 
believe “grace is a gift that God alone can give.”30

In an interview about the book, one of the three authors rec-
ognized the troubling fascination the American public has with a 
speedy closure: “It seems to me that the extension of Amish for-
giveness allowed observers who were disturbed by the violence to 
bring ‘closure’ to this senseless act of violence when in fact quick 
and superficial closure was not warranted. And the media was more 
than happy to provide their consumers with a ‘happy’ ending. I 
myself would have hoped for less closure and more reflection not 
only on forgiveness, but on the violence that occasioned the Amish 
response.”31

The Tragedy at Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church

A few years later, on June 17, 2015, another senseless act occurred. 
A twenty- one- year- old white man went inside a church and discovered 
a Bible study in progress. He sat with those in the study for almost an 
hour (by several accounts) and listened to their reflections about faith 
and life as they attempted to make meaning from the biblical passage 
(the parable of the sower) they were studying for that evening. Dylann 
Roof eventually decided that it was time to do what he consciously 
planned to do when he entered Emanuel African Methodist Episco-
pal Church that Wednesday evening. He pulled out his .45-caliber 
Glock handgun and killed nine people at point- blank range while 
they were saying their final prayers for the evening. From the elderly 
(Susie Jackson, age eighty- seven) to the young (Tywanza Sanders, 

29. Itkowitz, “Her Son Shot Their Daughters.”
30. Kraybill, Nolt, and Weaver- Zercher, Amish Grace, xiii.
31. “Amish America Q- and- A.”
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age twenty- six), Roof made no distinction.32 He simply wanted to 
kill African American people and, in his own words, start a “race 
war.”33 A few weeks later, Roof confessed in a journal entry, “I have 
not shed a tear for the innocent people I killed.”34

It is as much for the wicked as for the innocent that grace abounds. 
Of course, it is one thing to write this down and to believe it in the 
abstract. It is another thing altogether to be directly affected— that 
is, to be harmed or even to have one’s life circumstances completely 
altered with the loss of a loved one— and still be willing, because love 
and forgiveness is an act of the human will, to forgive the evil act of 
another. “I forgive you,” Nadine Collier said to Roof, who took the life 
of Collier’s mother, Ethel Lee Lance, on that fatal night. “You took 
something very precious from me. I will never talk to her again. I will 
never, ever hold her again. But I forgive you. And (may God) have mercy 
on your soul.”35 A sister of one of the deceased said in court, “We have 
no room for hating, so we have to forgive.”36 To put it another way, re-
flecting on another tragedy, “The acid of hate destroys the container.”37 
These words of forgiveness— or the act of forgiveness witnessed in 
the Amish community— do not suggest that people whose lives are 
most affected by these violent tragedies forget the harm that has been 
perpetrated. How can they ever forget? The truth is much greater than 
that. These folks recognize that without forgiveness, the human mind, 
body, and soul cannot continue in this life in a healthy way.38

32. Sack and Blinder, “Heart- Rending Testimony.” Also see Wikipedia, s.v. “Charles-
ton Church Shooting,” last modified May 19, 2021. https://en .wikipedia .org /wiki  
/Charleston _church _shooting.

33. Quoted by Barron, “Forgiving Dylann Roof.”
34. Quoted by Barron, “Forgiving Dylann Roof.” For Barron “forgiveness is the 

writing off of a debt.” If so, must the perpetrator receive the forgiveness? In light of 
his understanding of Jesus’s teaching, Barron would likely respond that “Jesus com-
mands generous acts precisely toward those who cannot or will not return the favor.”

35. Nahorniak, “Families to Roof.”
36. Quoted by Barron, “Forgiving Dylann Roof.”
37. As one Amish farmer confessed. Quoted by Kraybill, Nolt, and Weaver- 

Zercher, Amish Grace, 125.
38. Toussaint, Worthington, and Williams, Forgiveness and Health.
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It is troubling (and very American) how quickly the forgiveness 
story superseded the violence story. Deep down I think it might be 
the better way— the more humane, even more therapeutic way— to 
dwell on the good rather than on the evil. Yes, I think this is the 
Amish way, the way of the members of Emanuel, and I believe it is 
the way of Jesus. What bothers and even frightens me is how much 
I agree with Weaver- Zercher’s observation that we desire to move 
past the tragedy too quickly instead of reflecting more deeply and 
critically on how the tragedy happened, on the mental instability 
of individuals, on the access to firearms in our culture, and on how 
we have to do more nationally (politically) and locally (ecclesially) 
to combat these causes of violence. Violence does not simply hap-
pen. It happens because something deep down is wrong. Communal 
forgiveness expressed in acts of kindness should attract our atten-
tion. But it ought not hinder a deep engagement with how we as a 
society have come to this point. Furthermore, how we pass along 
these stories matters!

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission

Bishop Desmond Tutu wrote a book about his involvement in 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (1996) following the end 
of South African apartheid, titled No Future without Forgiveness. 
Denying the past is no way— in Tutu’s words— to create a positive 
future. South African apartheid was a political system put in place by 
the National Party government in 1948 that included, among other 
things, the following:

• Only white people were allowed to vote; nonwhites lost voting 
political representation in 1970, and Asians were never allowed 
to vote.

• Races— formally labeled as black, white, colored (mixed race), 
and Indian— were segregated in all aspects of life, including 
housing and schools.
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• Three and a half million nonwhite South Africans were removed 
from their homes and forced into segregated neighborhoods; 
many of these people are still attempting to recover their former 
properties legally.

• The government reserved most skilled jobs for its white citizens.

• Sexual relations between persons of different races were banned.

In 1994, apartheid ended with the election of Nelson Mandela as 
president of South Africa.

One of Mandela’s first presidential acts (after becoming the first 
black democratically elected president in South Africa) was to form 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission under the leadership of 
Tutu, a well- respected leader from the Christian community. The 
commission “received more than 22,000 statements from victims” 
who “gave testimony about gross violations of human rights,” in-
cluding “torture, killings, disappearances and abductions,” the kinds 
of action not expected in any humane society. In addition to listen-
ing to testimonies, “the commission . . . granted 1,500 amnesties for 
thousands of crimes committed during the apartheid years.”39

I am particularly intrigued by the idea and process of the com-
mission. Crucial to the commission’s underlying philosophy was the 
awareness that reconciliation is not possible without truth. Moreover, 
action must accompany honest confessions of truth that are shared 
in the public domain. Of course, forgiveness itself is not the same 
as reconciliation, but it is the first step toward reconciliation. In the 
cases in South Africa, the archbishop believed firmly that forgiveness 
(or political amnesty) was an essential act of reconciliation.

A type of partial amnesia has affected the racial situation in the 
United States because of the country’s inability to hold a public 
commission like the one in South Africa. It is this kind of amnesia 

39. Tutu, “Truth and Reconciliation Commission.” One major critique of the 
commission— which even Tutu recognized— was its failure to deal with economic 
polarities in light of the “legal” allowances granted to white citizens under the apart-
heid system.
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that leads to the societal racial injustices that continue to plague this 
country collectively, as well as the individual misunderstandings in 
many everyday interactions that lead us to the present experience that 
has called for the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement and the public 
displays of protest from professional athletes. But as Tutu’s work of 
reconciliation has shown, there is no future without forgiveness, and 
there is no forgiveness without honest confessions about the wrongs 
that have been done to one another.

Contemporary Tragedies and the Good Samaritan

What do we gain from these tragedies and acts of forgiveness? How 
are they similar to and different from the good Samaritan story? How 
might they complicate that story, and in turn, how might the biblical 
story complicate the way we view and publicly discuss the contem-
porary communal acts of forgiveness? Finally, what does Morrison’s 
tale A Mercy have to do with any of it?

Although not acknowledged directly, the principles of the par-
able of the good Samaritan lay behind these Christian communities’ 
responses to their tragic situations.40 Of course, how the wider non-
ecclesial(!) community reached out in both instances should also be 
remembered.41 Acknowledging the wider community’s proactive as-
sistance, one Amish man confessed, “We were all Amish this week.”42

Among the Amish were legitimate concerns about the schoolhouse 
becoming a frequently visited tourist attraction in central Pennsylva-
nia. Furthermore, the Amish were concerned about the children who 

40. It is appropriate to try to avoid what Weaver- Zercher calls “the domestica-
tion of the Amish,” even as I attempt to use the Amish as a contemporary example 
of Jesus’s words. As Weaver- Zercher points out, “Rather than seeing the Amish for 
what they are— twenty- first century Americans who have chosen a challenging path 
of cultural resistance— the Amish are seen as people who have maintained a lifestyle 
from another time and represent the imagined values of that bygone era. This is what 
I call the domestication of the Amish. In my view, the Amish are much more radical 
than that.” See “Amish America Q- and- A.”

41. Kraybill, Nolt, and Weaver- Zercher, Amish Grace, 29–42.
42. Kraybill, Nolt, and Weaver- Zercher, Amish Grace, 31.
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would be “reminded of the terror of that hour, day after day, season 
after season, as they sat in the room where five of their peers had died 
and another five were wounded.”43 Might the Amish response to raze 
the schoolhouse ten days after the shooting be an appropriate analogy 
to Martin Luther King Jr.’s sermon on tearing up the “Jericho Road” 
on which the innocent are brutalized?44

Many contemporary Christians privilege an interpretation of the 
Luke 10 passage that equates the good Samaritan with Jesus. Sitting 
in a Barnes & Noble while reflecting on this chapter, I overheard this 
interpretation from a neighboring table. It is understandable why 
contemporary readers prefer this interpretation. It is even spiritually 
edifying to see Jesus as the one who cares for us, bandages us up, 
places us in his immediate care, and transports us to safety (perhaps 
to the care of the church). This interpretive viewpoint has a long, 
rich history in the Christian tradition.45

The contemporary individualistic focus that shifts the story to 
include “us,” however, fails to grapple with or account for what might 
be the most critical element of Jesus’s story: his choice to imagine 
a hero his audience would strongly reject. That element seems as 
crucial to the story as the act of kindness depicted within the story. 
Indeed, the lawyer responds to Jesus’s final inquiry with a reply that 
closes out the account: “the one who showed mercy” (Luke 10:37). 
The lawyer clearly recognizes what is, in his mind, the irony: the one 
who is least likely to stop and provide help is the one who did and 
thereby becomes the one classified as the true neighbor.

The parable of the good Samaritan has a history that is similar to 
a Morrison novel: there are many different angles on the story and 
thus many interpreters who express distinct views on Jesus’s parable 
that generally reveal much about the interpreters’ own cultural spaces 

43. Kraybill, Nolt, and Weaver- Zercher, Amish Grace, 40.
44. Kraybill, Nolt, and Weaver- Zercher, Amish Grace, 40–41. Cf. King, Where 

Do We Go From Here, 198–99. The destruction of state or private property should 
not be equated with the loss of innocent lives.

45. Including Clement of Alexandria and Origen (cited in Gowler, Parables after 
Jesus, 34–35).
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and times. Notice, for example, how many Good Samaritan Laws 
exist in the United States, a land in which a law is necessary to enable 
individuals to act in a helpful way toward a stranger in the middle of 
a crisis. It is not that most people would refuse to assist a stranger in 
need— though some might within our individualistic society— but a 
law is necessary to protect the “good Samaritan” from a lawsuit in 
case the act of kindness goes awry. It is the litigious society in which 
we find ourselves that is responsible for this kind of law, not the 
parable itself. To hear this story afresh— which is difficult to do with 
well- worn, often- told biblical parables— interpreters must recognize 
that this account is about more than mercy. By listening to others who 
utilize the parable in different contexts and as we engage a variety of 
perspectives in chapter 2, we will hopefully come to appreciate how 
much our own contexts shape the way we engage this story.

In that same spirit, Jesus’s parable is not simply a story about one 
human being, a stranger, helping another human being. It is a story 
about the kind of community Jesus envisions for the world. The 
characters in his parable represent other groups— those people not 
part of the dominant group. In the Palestinian collectivistic society 
of Jesus’s day, the culture rarely focused on the individual. That is 
clearly the case in this story as well. The cultural ethos of Jesus’s 
day, especially in the Jewish communities in which he participated, is 
much more like the Amish community of our day than the generally 
individualistic settings in which most North Americans find them-
selves. So in light of this first- century cultural context, this parable 
may be a story about people groups and the myths that shape their 
perceptions of other people groups for later times and places.

What might this parable’s teaching imply for the church? Several of 
the representatives discussed in chapter 2— Saint Augustine, Howard 
Thurman, the Solentiname community— have interpreted this story 
in light of the ecclesial settings in which they found themselves. So 
should we. Even then, we should not be surprised when churches with 
diverse theologies, practices, and commitments emphasize different 
elements from the story as key for emulation. For some of these 
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church communities, this story will have bearing only on the ones who 
follow Jesus; for others, the story may have as much implication for 
the larger society in which the local congregation lives out its calling. 
Among the representatives discussed in chapter 2, Harriet Jacobs is 
the one who most clearly interprets the parable in light of the larger 
society’s concerns. Jacobs interprets Jesus’s parable in a nation that 
was debating what it meant to be free and who qualified for this basic 
human right. So, what might this parable mean for today’s church? 
This parable (and our interpretations of it) may reveal as much about 
us collectively as a nation, as groups of people within that nation, 
and as individuals who inhabit various people groups as it does about 
the desires of particular followers of Jesus.

In the Samaritan’s last words to the innkeeper, the story provides 
no certain closure. How long will it take to nurse the abused back to 
health? How much will it cost in time and money? If the man returns 
to full health, will he be able to return, eventually, to his prior commit-
ments? Was he on a journey, and if so, to where? For what purpose?

The lack of closure in Jesus’s parables is usually understated be-
cause the point the parable needs to make has been made: in this case, 
who the neighbor is. What remains is the undisclosed openness to 
human commitment to one another. It is a commitment that com-
mentators and Christians alike would rather not discuss because 
their own respective journeys— similar to the Samaritan’s— need to 
resume. Moreover, that resumption requires full attention. So the 
burden falls to the innkeeper. To put it briefly here, the Samaritan’s 
act of kindness becomes a burden that others within the community 
must share. The Amish community and the community of Emanuel 
know this responsibility all too well. Communal commitment re-
quires expectations of others when individuals make crucial, even 
life- altering, choices. When one person or group cares for another, 
when one person or group forgives another, when one person or group 
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expresses explicit acts of mercy, then there is much more at stake for 
the larger community than the initial act itself.

It is surprising that some interpretations downplay the ethnic back-
ground of Jesus’s hero in this story: the Samaritan. Part of the reason 
is a desire to locate ourselves within the story so that one of us can 
potentially become the one who commits the good act. The Samari-
tan becomes anyone. It may simply be the tendency of contemporary 
North Americans to ignore the ethnic category, even though it’s a po-
tentially crucial element of the story. Many white biblical interpreters 
would rather claim some “objective” perspective than recognize their 
own biases in their interpretive decisions. Morrison’s thoughts on the 
absence of written reflection on the “black body” in white American 
literature may prove to be a useful analogy. As Morrison observes, 
contemporary liberals promote a “habit of ignoring race” as “under-
stood to be a graceful, even generous, liberal gesture. To notice is to 
recognize an already discredited difference. To enforce its invisibility 
through silence is to allow the black body a shadowless participation 
in the dominant cultural body.”46 By noticing this absence, however, 
Morrison attempts to fill the void in her creative fictional work and 
pass along a more complicated “American” engaging story. In an analo-
gous way, recognizing the ethnic identity of the Samaritan may provide 
insight into a more complicated biblical, ethnic- filled story that will, 
hopefully, speak more pertinently and radically to the present moment.

The Bible contains many stories about ethnic group interactions 
and ethnic conflict: from the Tower of Babel to Abram’s departure 
from the land of Ur to travel to Canaan, from Israel’s difficult depar-
ture from Egypt to their challenging entrance into Canaan, and from 
the Wisdom tradition’s dependence on non- Israelite wisdom to the 
preservation of a book named after a Moabite heroine (Ruth).47 Je-
sus’s parable about this non- Jewish figure has many points of indirect 

46. Morrison, Playing in the Dark, 9–10.
47. Many contemporary interpreters would rather focus on the non- Israelite char-

acter than on the Israelite preservation of this story, without which we would not 
have the story in the first place.
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contact within the biblical tradition. We should not avoid Jesus’s 
intentional choice of characters.

The characters of Jesus’s story already have a shared mythic his-
tory. Jesus assumes that his audience shares a common sensibility 
about the ethnic conflicts that they, their families, and their villages 
have turned into living myths. These assumptions make Jesus’s story 
work, allowing the structure of this story to gain traction and to 
provoke his audience.

I Will Always Love Ahab

I will always love Ahab, even if my parents forbid it. As far as I am concerned, 
Ahab is a Jew, but my family insists otherwise. I argue that he is a Jew 
because his mother is one; they insist that only a father’s Judean ancestry 
can make someone a Jew.

“How could his Jewish mother,” they swear, “marry someone from Sa-
maria?” We go round and round until one of us storms out of the room. I 
know they will never allow me to marry him, but I will never love another.

I went to the market one day and overheard a rabbi telling a parable. 
Oh, it shocked everyone around me. I left immediately after he finished 
because I did not want to see or hear what the crowd was going to do or 
say to this poor- looking, traveling teacher.

The rabbi told of a person who was injured. I think he was beaten or 
something like that; I didn’t quite catch the beginning of the story. It was 
clearly something the rabbi was making up.

In the story a priest walked by, and then there was a second person 
who also passed by the injured man. I’m not sure who it was. A lawyer 
maybe? Then, finally, a Samaritan was the third person to pass down this 
road, which piqued my interest. This Samaritan stopped and recognized 
that the man needed help, put him on a donkey, and took him to a local 
innkeeper a few miles away.

Get this! In the story, the Samaritan gave the innkeeper some money and 
told him that he would return in about a week and repay him for any other 
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expenses he may have. A Samaritan did this—a Samaritan, one who has 
been harmed so many times by Jews like the robbers, by Jews like me. But 
in this story— in this rabbi’s story— the Samaritan was the hero. Oh my, you 
should have heard the chaotic reaction to this Galilean teacher after he told 
that story. I had to get out of there before there was a riot— over a story.

On the way home, I thought about how much I wished this rabbi would 
visit my synagogue and teach there one Sabbath. I don’t know if this way 
of telling stories is a common practice for him, but I would love to hear 
him talk more about how Jews should interact with others around them, 
whether they are Greeks, Romans, Barbarians— or Samaritans.

Hearing this story reminded me how much I love my Ahab.
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